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Abstract
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is an application of cloud computing. In MCC, all the data and applications previously embedded in
mobile phones are made available on the cloud everywhere in the world. Besides, it makes the mobile phone storage space available.
It enables the users to access the cloud while moving among different networks (foreign networks) and use different applications. So,
the biggest risk factor is the security of this mobile cloud. This study  represents a self-protection mechanism i.e., the property of
autonomic computing was proposed to make the mobile cloud self protected without human intervention from intrusions and attacks.
The architecture of self-protection of mobile cloud was presented and describes the basic interaction and functionality of each component
of architecture.
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing aims at making services and resources
available on virtual platform i.e., cloud for users. The users can
access all information and services without information about
the hosting environment and its method of delivery (Fig. 1)
according to Hashmi and Kumar (2013) and Perez (2010). The
components of cloud computing includes client, service,
application, platform, storage, infrastructure (Logan, 2012).
The clusters of web servers provide the applications in the
browsers for users. These web servers run user’s interface
softwares receiving the user’s commands such as mouse
clicks, key presses and uploads, etc. for their interpretation. As
such, this process enables the users to store data on servers or
can retrieve updated page from the database. Researchers
have pointed out that multiple servers synchronize the data
for global (Perez, 2010; Logan, 2012; Fabian et al., 2015).

The wireless cloud computing refers to the wireless usage
of cloud computing i.e., accessing the cloud wirelessly.
Whereas, Multiple Component Computing (MCC) focuses
mainly on the use of cloud networks and its integration with
mobile handheld devices (Fecht, 2012).

The MCC is a new and the latest computing era where all
mobile devices exploit the available platform of cloud to
perform distributed processing on multiple servers and access
data remotely from different machines rather than using its
own storage space (Fig. 1).

Generally, a mobile station sends the request to BTS for
accessing the cloud. Then the BTS forwards the request to BSC
and the related BSC will send the request to MSC. The MSC
forwards the request to GMSC. Lastly, the GMSC allows the
mobile station to connect to the cloud via internet platform
which is available on virtual platform. Therefore, the mobile
applications and the other related data are made available on
this cloud for its users. At the backend of cloud, the servers
along  with  the  databases  are  made  available  as  shown  in
Fig. 2.

The  IBM  introduced  autonomic  computing  in  2001
(Fig. 3) which is currently an emerging research trend in
software engineering due to its natural biological and human
medical systems in order to minimize human intervention
(Xiao and Xiao, 2013). The characteristics of autonomic
computing contain self-intelligence attributes with the main
goal to achieve self-management of data systems and its
applications to the training level guidance from human beings
(Parashar and Hariri, 2004). The self-intelligent attributes
include    self-configuration,    self-healing,    self-protection,
self-optimization and self-awareness (Fleener et al., 2014).

Fig. 1: Mobile cloud computing

Fig. 2: Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) architecture

Fig. 3: Architecture of autonomic computing (Xiao and Xiao,
2013)

The self-protection mechanism is one of the intelligent
attributes   of   autonomic   computing   which   defines
system’s self-defense   mechanism   against   an   attack   from
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attackers/hackers (Palmer, 2015). According to Jarrett and
Seviora (2006), the self protection system is able to detect
attack, performs a recovery and retrieval of any loss occurred
due to attack. It is also a motivation from the protection
mechanism of human body from viruses and diseases. The
self-protection is the capability of the system to proactively
defend and detect attacks and respond to them in real-time to
protect its resources. Various types of attacks against which a
system self-protects are Viruses, Intrusions, Denial Of Services
(DOS) and Distributed Denial Of Services (DDOS). The
DOS/DDOS attacks are performed to make the server down for
a particular duration to make it unavailable and unable to
provide services to its clients.

Presently, use of mobile is increasing day by day and data
protection and security of the users is an important issue from
privacy view point. Therefore, the main objective of this study
was to propose a self protection methodology in a mobile
cloud to protect it from attacks.

Currently, the mobile phones are reaching to users of all
ages who started to utilize advanced capabilities of cell
phones due to new applications. But the new applications
need robust computing power handsets which limits them
(Patidar et al., 2012). On the other hand, the mobile
application developers are encountering the challenges of
multiple mobile operating systems. Therefore, either the
applications are to be written for a particular OS or the
applications are provided with multiple versions. Moreover,
applications require more processing power and memory in
the mobile sets (Patidar et al., 2012).

Previously, most of the applications and websites were
designed for desktop workstations. As such, it was difficult to
view these websites and applications on small handy devices
due to less memory, low computing power and small screens.
Therefore, a new approach was adopted by different vendors
to upgrade the communication services. This approach
introduced two new components of the system i.e.,
distributed web page adaption engine and block
management. The next most attractive expected application
area includes games and mobile banking. Also the cloud lets
people allow to remotely turn lights on or off, view recorded
TV programs and use many services based on their saved
profiles on cloud which helps them to save time and ease the
process (Wang et al., 2013).

Smartcard web server is a technology mentioned by the
Application Binary Interface (ABI) in which the Subscriber
Identity Module (SIM) provides security mechanism by direct
integration with the applications from different public

network to cellular phones. There are other applications such
as 'Toktok' which helps the users to automate the process of
search  as  mobile  applications  directly  communicate  with
the service without navigating the browser of the mobile
(Sterritt et al., 2005; Perez, 2010).

There are many new applications in medical industry
being introduced based on cloud computing to facilitate
patients remotely to make the health technology systems cost
effective and affordable to all the patients with quality of
service. The results from inexpensive low end Ultrasonic
transducer designed for 2D at a remote location of patient can
be converted into high end 3D UV scanners with more
centralized computing power using cloud infrastructure
(Wang et al., 2013). As mentioned in Fig. 4, a network cloud
provides all the operational services such as, computational
resources for those operating in a cloud platform. The I/O
throughput, virtual Base Stations (BS), timing networks for
synchronization etc., were the challenges involved in
computational power requirements of several complex
systems (Lin et al., 2010). Vendors such as Microsoft, Amazon,
Google etc. (the real time examples of cloud computing)
provides secure cloud platform that includes cloud
management, cloud applications, cloud engine and cloud
servers (Ashalatha, 2012).

Autonomic   Computing   (AC)   and   its   features   enable
the development of different systems and applications using
its self-attribute namely the self-management, using
autonomic strategies, procedures and its sensitive algorithms
to  solve  complex  problems  automatically  with  less
interventions of human. Autonomic elements such as
intelligent control loops for monitoring purposes, sensing of
knowledge environment which helps in planning, analyzing
and execution are the main blocks of this computing system
(Parashar and Hariri, 2004).

A thorough study of Fig. 4 shows its autonomic nature
based on self-management of its components. Autonomic
computing is flexible in nature as its design is acceptable in
most of the domains with minor modifications of current
system (Fua and Oudshoorn, 2007). Autonomic computing is
a step towards pervasive computing of future era where small
handheld devices will be communicating with each other
through larger networks probably the cloud networks. The IT
systems and security issues can be fixed automatically without
human intervention or less guidance. Because, it has better
uptime and reduced IT costs due to its less human resource
requirement to manage due to its self-management attributes
(Zhou et al., 2011).
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Fig. 4: Autonomic computing architecture by IBM Parashar and Hariri (2004)

The threats to mobile cloud security are increasing day by
day due to its increased commercial popularity (Zhang et al.,
2010). The corporations and governments are moving to cloud
based   models   by   accessing   devices   from    anywhere    for
application as a regular practice. There is a huge trend of
transition towards cloud platform in private industry as well.
It replaces carrying big machines with tablets and smart
phones. Cloud service providing companies are figuring out
this trend and supporting various handheld devices and its
platforms like Android and IOS. However, continuous trend of
population towards these mobile devices makes this service
more  attractive  and  lucrative  (Jarrett  and  Seviora,  2006;
Zhou et al., 2010).

Information security is also undergoing a transformation
as moving to a cloud service model. Some basic views such as

defense in depth and principle of least privilege, are still in
trend, but security systems such as, Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS), perimeter security and other broad based
defenses becomes less and less important as the focus is
turned to more atomic protection. Current information
security systems are focusing on the authentication,
identification and protection of data itself instead of physical
environments such as, network and SAN devices, servers, etc.
where the actual data resides in and move (Ziqing, 2010).

To overcome the data loss and availability problem, data
in the cloud is replicated and stored in different locations that
is unknown to the customers. Data may be stored in different
places or in different country. Here, the security concern here
is that data secured in one country may or may not be secured
in other due to different laws. For example, data stored in
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Europe comes under EU legislation and in US comes under US
legislation which are different from each other (Bhavani and
Hatwal, 2015). Mutual protection in cloud computing
architecture was also proposed at a research level in order to
discuss the mutual trust and the definable profiles of
communicating systems. The objective of the proposed
architecture   was   to   achieve   better   and   flexible   security
and authentication based on the concept of mutuality of
trusted profiles within the cloud computing environment
(Albeshri and Caelli, 2010).

A mobile cloud framework called Mobicloud provides
traditional cloud computation services. However, issues such
as risk management, secure routing and trust management
are handled by MobiCloud thus enhancing its communication
ability. Besides, new applications can be built on the
MobiCloud framework which can increase the processing
power of small devices to act efficiently in cloud environment
(Huang et al., 2010, 2011).

An Autonomic Security Policy Framework (ASPF) was
introduced   as   a   policy   based   security   framework   for
self-protection of distributed networks. It ensures that all the
security and authentication policies on small handheld devices
are configured and adapted according to the authentication
parameters compliant with cloud services. It also explores the
autonomic security of the cloud system which may control
Operating system level authorization schemes and also
supports  multiple  classes  of  its  policies  (He  et  al.,  2010;
Tsai and Lin, 2011). Robust security models for cloud
computing are in demand for securing cloud based
infrastructure development and its deployment in the real
world. The objective of the model was to exploit the Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA)  safely. It also needs to secure its
infrastructure, associated services, cloud service provider’s
data and all hardware devices linked with users and providers
which are shared on SOA. The SOA provides a wide variety of
secured flexible features which can be used in the system to
fix the vulnerabilities and secure all linked systems and
services (Shahbazi et al., 2013; Ahmed and Hossain, 2014).

As with any security program, the requirements are a
starting point and baseline to be tailored in a given system.
For cloud service providers and system owners, a clear and
upfront delineation of security control responsibilities seems
more important than ever (Fleener et al., 2014). The technical
mechanisms for accountability in cloud computing include
encryption and decryption methods for data security and
privacy. Moreover, accountability can provide transparency
between CSP and customers if they trust each other and CSP
achieve their obligations towards their customers. Cloud
Platforms Social Networks (CPSN) are scalable cloud

applications hosted by profitable clouds such as, Facebook
(FB). The applications of FB are hosted by Amazon Web Service
(AWS) platform and the design architecture for FB application
in social cloud computing network is typically similar to PAAS
architecture (Buyya et al., 2010). Application programming
Interface (API) of FB provides a set of information about users
such as the friends list, groups, application  users,  events, 
photos  and  pro  le  information (Al-Tehmazi and Al-Jobori,
2015).

Presently use of mobile service in increasing due to its
easy access and handling. However, the protection and
security of user’s data in vulnerable to various types of attacks.
Therefore, the main objective of this study was to propose a
model which is more reliable for self protection and security of
mobile cloud computing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

For securing mobile cloud, self protection scheme based
on the concepts of autonomic computing was applied to
mobile cloud (Jarrett and Seviora, 2006). The backend, where
data and applications are residing in databases and servers,
requires high security. They require the protection against
attacks such as malware, viruses, DDOS, DOS and intrusions.
The attacks can result into disruption of the functionality of
cloud. Here the architecture of self protection of a cloud was
proposed as outlined in Fig. 3. The architecture comprises
managed element and autonomic manager. The managed
element is a mobile cloud along with the backend entities. The
autonomic manager continuously keep on monitoring the
cloud for attacks or any intrusions towards the cloud. If it
senses any intrusion, then it forwards the case for monitoring.
Then analyze it, suggests optimal plan using the knowledge
with a solution for final application to the managed element.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed model is presented in Fig. 5. The
knowledge in the autonomic manager is its database related
to information of viruses, intrusions, various types of attacks
and their properties. The model also includes the remedies to
these attacks. Whenever any attack is sensed, the case is under
observation in the monitor element. The knowledge base is
then  consulted.  The  knowledge  base  includes  a  large
database and uses signature based systems to detect attacks
by cross-referencing the attack signature from its database. As
the cloud data comes from some heterogeneous data sources
over multiple networks, then the knowledge base detects
various   attacks   by   matching  its  signature.  Also,  it  has  the
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Fig. 5: Architecture of self protection of mobile cloud computing

ability to look for strings in authentication process which
might indicate an attack in progress and detect the malicious
bits that are passed through during the time of attack by
comparing its database. The basic requirement of the
proposed architecture of self-protection of mobile cloud
computing is to keep the knowledge base update and it
should be semantically richer to combat any known attack on
our cloud network.

The analyze component analyzes the case by searching
for the matching cases to the one encountered in the
knowledge base. Whereas, it performs a statistical analysis to
look for deviations from the normal behavior of data and
detects any anomaly in the state of the applied cloud security
system. It also includes, a policy language for translating
service provider’s policies into analysis rule set.

A plan to suggest the remedy is done by plan. The nearest
matching cases are taken into consideration, then the results
are used as a solution for the encountered attack. If the
solution of the nearest cases does not fulfill the demand then
a merged solution is proposed for execution. If it is successful
in its attempt then the case is retained in knowledge base
along with its solution. Finally, the plan component is ought
to generate a plan based on the significance of attack level.
Besides, if the attack level is high, it will immediately send a
response to managed element to block the attack. Above all,
it can also lock the attacker to get evidence for legal
prosecution but not at the cost of compromising user’s data
on cloud.

The study results agree with the findings of many
investigators  who  reported  that   self   protection   of   mobile

cloud computing need to deploy various distinct technologies
such as, intrusion detection systems, firewalls, integrity
monitoring, malware protection and log inspections as a
software   on   virtual  machines  to  enhance  the  security  and
protection of the servers due to the mobility of virtual
resources  on   these   servers   from   different   heterogeneous
networks to public cloud environments (Qaisar and Khawaja,
2012; Sharma et al., 2012; Ashktorab and Taghizadeh, 2012;
Chuang et al., 2011; Dinh et al., 2013).

CONCLUSION

Securing cloud from the attacks and attackers is a need of
today. Compromising a cloud can result into information loss
or unethical access to unauthorized users. Therefore, this
paper presented a protection strategy to keep the cloud
protected  from  intruders  or  unauthorized  users.  Moreover,
the  cloud  contains  an  autonomic  element  of  self
protection for monitoring and protecting the cloud itself
without human intervention. The proposed strategy can be
tested and experimented to collect the accuracy of approach.
Depending upon the results further improvements can be
made to it.
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